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KIT09002 M2.5 x 5mm
Screws.
KIT
09002
was
initially
developed to be used with the
ASN 17mm and / or the Pirelli
18.5mm end specific kits. At
that time it was determined that
the common component kit: KIT
09002 would not need to have any
M2.5 x 5 mm screws included.
To fulfil the need for backward
compatibility and to enable the
use
of
Kit
09002
where
previously a kit 09001 may have
been specified, it has been
found to be necessary to include
65 M2.5 x 5mm screws in all Kit
09002, this has taken effect
from kit serial number 580
onwards.
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Owners of Kit 09002 with serial
numbers lower that 580, who
require to use the kits for
jointing
end
specific
kits
other that ASN 17mm or Pirelli
18.5mm, will be supplied on
request a free issue pack of
screws for each kit held.
To apply for the free issue
packs of screws, please contact
Jane Cross on 01245 702024 or
Linda Sadler on 01245 702267,
or Fax 01245 703051 quoting the
serial numbers of the kits
requiring
update.
Packs
of
screws will be provided free of
charge.
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New Fusion Splicer Printer
KDD-SCS wish to advise jointing
people
that
they
are
introducing
a
new
digital
printer for the Sumitomo Type
35SE
UJ/UC
Fusion
Splicing
Machine

The earlier printer model type
was DPRS1T whereas the new
printer is marked SDP – xxx
(where xxx is the printer
serial number).
Connections between the new
printer
and
the
Splicing
Machine are the same as for the
earlier type and the methods of
use are almost identical. Each
printer is supplied together
with an operation manual. UJCM
025 will be reissued on the next
UJ Explorer CD to include a
description of the new printer.
Please contact Ken Smith if you
require further information on
this subject.
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